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The J 
Ithacan 
Bombers Down State Dragons 
83-77; Hope For NCAA Bid 
"We're number one, we're num~er one!" shouted over seven 
hundred enthusiastic Ithaca College fans who crammed into the 
Cortland ·State gymnasium to watch the Bombers out-run, out-
hustte, out-play, and out-score the Dragons, 83-77, last Monday in 
what was one of the most exciting and important I.C. basketball 
victories_ in several years. 
Many more Ithaca rooters never 
saw their team pick up it's fifteenth 
victory of the season since· the 
doors were closed almost an hour 
before the varsity tap off. ~is 
was Cortland's second setback in 
eighteen games, both being to the 
fast-breaking Ithacans. 
Cortla~d started out. fast behind 
its one man wrecking crew of Dave 
Bleau, and sped to a 33-22 lead !t 
the fifteen minute mark. Ithaca 
narrowed it to_ 44-38 at half time, 
and then .moved ahead in the 
fourth quarrer with a 64-59 margin. 
Bleau cooled off in the second 
half after an uncanny first stanza 
in which he scored 19 points, 
mostly on jump shots from the 
right side. He ended up the game'.s 
high scorer with 32 markers. 
Tommy Vogt was high man -for 
the Bombers hitting on 11 out of 16 
from the fioor and sinking . 2 for 
3 from the foul line for 24 ponts .. 
The big men, Bill Schutz and 
George Strickland, did an excellent 
job in controlling the boards ·bY 
continually outrebounding their 
taller Cortland adversaries. Schutz 
also had a hot shooting band drop-
ping in a · for 11 from the floor 
and 4 for 6 from the foul line for 
a total of 20 points. Strickland, the 
game's leading rebounder, wasn't 
far behind with 16. 
Don Fazio, as he's done all year, 
sparked the team with bis fine. 
ball handling. and incomparable 
hustle. Don also contributed 12 
points to the victors' cause. 
Ithaca shot an amazing 57 per-
cent with 3~ for 61. 
I.C. took the lead and was never 
headed in the fourth period on 
an 8 point spurt. Vogt missed a 
jumper from the right side, then 
ran in and netted it from the left. 
This gave the visitors' a 60-59 
edge. Schutz almost immediately 
followed as he scored on a re-
bounder, and then Vogt hit again 
on a pop. The Bombers widest mar· 
gin was seven points, 79-72, with 
1:25 to play. 
This win rates Ithaca as an out-
standing contender for a berth in 
a regional N.c_.A.A. Small Colleg~ 
Division Tournament. The' selec-
tions will ·probably ·be-made this 
Saturd11y with play to start next 
week. 
The Cagers have two chances to 
equal the best all-time mark in 
school "iustory. Doe Yavits' 1941-42 
team compiled a 16-3 record, while 
Ben Light's 1948-49 team also won 
16 w~ile dropping 5. The season 
finale will be Tuesday, March 3, 
with LeMQYne· at Syracuse. 
Schutz Adds Another Tally 
Cortland won the frosh game, 75-
69, after the Baby Bombers had a 
two point lead at the half. Larry 
Buckley with 25, and Tom Dehner, 
14, were the Cub's leading scorers. 
Coach Bob Congdon's team now 
sports a 9-8 record. 
String Quartet 
To Play Sunday 
The Ithaca String Quartet will 
perform in a recital this Sunday 
evening at 8:15 p.m. in the Music 
Hall. 
' The quartet, Peggy Stone, Al-
cestis Bishop, George Andrix and 
Robert Perry, are all members of 
the faculty of the School of Music. 
The four have performed together 
since they were graduate students 
at the University of Illinois. 
The program features three 
numbers for string quartet: 
Quartet in E flat Major, by Dit-
tersdorf, Quartet No. m by Bartok, 
and Quartet in A minor, by Men-
delssohn. 
The concert is open and all are 
invited to attend. 
Sophs Feature 
Baron Daemon at 
Dance March 2 
Grab your Almanac girls, Bis-
sextile is here. Your legal license 
to ask a guy for- a date and be 
right in style: and there's a dance 
coming Monday night. 
According to my Almanac, this 
is the "503rd Bissextile and one of 
17 more-or-less in your life-time. 
If you haven't guessed it by now 
g-irls, Bissextile is Leap Year. 
When Julius Caesar's star-gazers 
figured out the calendar for 46 
B.C., they little realized the prob-
_ lem they had created. Their calen-
dar_ year was 365 days and 6 hours. 
To solve that problem (and add 
to yours, men) they decided every 
4 years to have a 366-day year. In 
modern times the extra day is 
February 29th. 
Well, guys and dolls managed to 
get along in the usual way until 
1288 when Scottish law declared it 
legal for women to "bespeake to 
ane man during leape yeare," Not 
only that men, you got a fine if 
you ignored the lady. 
The custom stuck and 1964, an-
other Leap Year is here. So, 
women who want a date can ask 
any male £hey choose. 
An innovation in the United 
States is Sadie Hawkins Day. 
Created ·by Al Capp ('lil Abner) 
Sadie Hawkins Day comes once a 
year and women chase their male 
in a race. If the gal happens to 
catch you, you gotta marry her. 
Men can measure their girl-
appeal in a double dose Monday, 
when the Sophomore Class spon-
sors a Sadie Hawkins Dance. Baron 
Daemon will be featured along 
with a dance band. 
The odds of-escaping Leap Year 
are small, but Sadie Hawkins Day 
is inescapable. Guys, the girls will 
catch you anyway so if you run 
fast enough, you could get caught. 
Try it Monday night. 
Baron Daemon 
Cayugan for 
'64 Completed 
TO BE READY IN 
MAY 
Dillingham Goes To Africa; 
Studies Education 6 Weeks 
McHenry Acting President 
Dr. Howard Dillingham, President of the College, is currently 
on a six weeks trip to East Africa. Acting President in his absence 
is Dr. Craig McHenry, Dean of the School of Music. 
During the course of the trip, 
Dr. and Mrs. Dillingham will visit 
Tanganyika, Kenya and Uganda. 
He will study education in those 
countries, and is especially inter-
ested in the training of students 
for entrance into American col-
leges and Universities, and in the 
college education needs of those 
same students. Dr. Dillingham will 
seek information that will be of 
assistance to Ithaca College in its 
program for students of newly-
rising Africian countries and those 
of other undeveloped areas. 
While in Dar-es-salaam, Tangan-
. yika, Dr. Dillingham will confer 
with that country's President, 
Julius Nyerere. 
Ithaca College was a pioneer 
among small colleges in instituting 
a scholarship program for African 
students. The program, promoted 
among small colleges by Acting 
Dean of Arts and Sciences, Frank 
Kolmin, later merged with the 
African Scholarship program of 
American Universities, with head-
quarters at Harvard University. 
President Dillingham said it is 
the College's intention to continue 
to provide annually two four-year 
folltuition scholarships to two new 
African students. The College now 
has ten East African students en-
rolled. 
IFC Sponsors 
Blood Drive 
March 12 
The Inter-Fraternity Council will 
sponsor the annual spring blood 
drive March 12. 
Donations made by Ithaca Col-
lege help to maintain a county 
blood bank which provides blood 
free of cost to all residents includ-
ing all students, wherever they 
may be during such time as they 
are officially connected with the 
Colleg~ in any capacity or remain 
residents of Tompkins County. 
It should also be remembered 
that at the time of donation, a stu-
dent may, if he wishes, direct that 
his donation be transferred or 
credited to a relative or friend 
currently in need of blood re-
placements. He may also recruit 
friends to donate for this relative 
or friend if more than one unit is 
needed for replacement. 
Blood donations are taken at 
the College Union under the super-
vision of a physician and by 
specially trained nurses. Temp-
erature, pulse and blood pressure 
are taken and hemoglobin level 
determined before donations are 
acceptec!. 
Students requiring blood trans-
fusions in hospitals where there 
is a charge for blood should con-
tact the Tompkins County Chapter, 
American Red Cross, Ithaca, New 
York. Arrangements for a trans-
fer from this Chapter can then 
be made. 
Students and faculty may sign 
to give donations in the Union 
Lobby from 9 A.M. to 3 P.M. until ' 
Friday, March 6. 
Dr. Dillingham 
Nutt Wins In 
Pocket Billiards 
At Buffalo 
Kay Nutt, Phi Delta Pi, came in 
second in Girl's Pocket Billards 
in the Associate College Union 
Tournament on February 21 and 22 
at the University of Buffalo. The 
score was 75-73. Miss Nutt was 
awarded a plaque which will prob-
ably hang in the Union. The win-
ner of the event won a trip to 
Arizona. 
IC was represented in several 
other e~nts by the following 
people: Saul Rubin came in high 
in Mens' Bowling, and Gary l\lit-
chell, Rho Mu Theta, was high for 
the team; Chuck Holtz, Ken Yellen, 
Doug Bushnell-Bowling; Jeanie 
Fernstein and Phil Sandler-Chess; 
Milton Rekito-1\lens' Pocket Bil· 
lards; Tim Hicks-Men's billards, 
three cushions; and Howie Rubin, 
Noel Kendell-ping pong. (Bob 
McGuckin chaperoned). 
Among the twenty-five schools 
that participated were: NYU, 
Buffalo, West Point, Farmingdale, 
Cornell, Waterloo, Alfred Tech, 
Maritime Academy, and, our arch-
rival, Cortland. 
Student Council 
Passes C.U.B. 
Constitution 
The constitution of the College 
Union Board was passed by Stu-
dent Council last Thursday. 
Previously, Student Council had 
returned the constitution twice, re-
questing the by-laws to which refer-
ences were made throughout the 
document. Since there was no pre-
cedent for by-laws having to be 
approved with a constitution, the 
members of the Board eliminated 
the references and thus the neces-
sity of having by-laws accompany 
the constitution. 
The College Union Board is now 
functioning as an official organiza-
tion on campus. Chairman of the 
Board is Hank Mandel, the advisor 
is Mr. Christensen. Elections for 
the four major offices will take 
place late in March. 
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Evaluation? 
Some time ago, the idea of a student evaluation of teachers was 
discussed in Student Council. Zeta Sigma Nu Freshman Honorary 
Society was asked if it would be willing to participate in such a 
program. 
It seemed logical to ask honor students for their opinions. 
There would be a better chance for criticism to be constructive. 
That is, there would be if those students could be honest and say 
what they really think without fear of losing their grades. 
The faculty's collective eyebrows evidently arched in alarm 
at being evaluated by their students. They contend, and rightly 
so, that no student has ever taught in a college situation. Therefore; 
they say, a student cannot possibly understand the problems and · 
needs of such a position. • 
The normal story has two sides; this one has several. The So--
ciety voted against participation, after hearing the faculty view-
point presented by its advisor, Dr. Harcourt. It is impossible not 
to woncfer whether the members really felt inadequate, or whether 
they were afraid to commit themselves to honest opinions. Must 
our antiquated system be tainted by fear as well? . 
Where experience is concerned, students are inadequate. But 
how unrealistic to suppose that students do not know when they 
are or are not being taught well. The majority of the students in 
Ithaca College are in some phase of teacher-education. Most of 
these will teach as they have been taught, using mannerisms 
acquired since kindergarten. Why should we continue to pass on 
poor methods? ' 
It is to be expected that there will be quality gradations in 
every commodity, teachers are no exception. However, an unbreak-
able law against improvement will do little to speed progress. The 
new excellence that it demanded of education must begin with 
teacher education-and educators. . 
If an honest, constructive evaluation would aid the improve-
ment, why not? No-one is suggesting that administration be handed 
over to students, but their opinions and suggestions might lend a 
clue to the mystery of what sparks a stuoent and makes him want 
to learn. Positive as well as, perhaps more than, negative criticism 
would be helpful. . 
Student Council is going to try again to initiate a student-
teacher evaluation program. They need support. They need students 
and faculty who are willing to be open-minded, honest and fair. 
And they need people who are not afraid to leave their secure nooks 
and venture an inch farther out on that proverbial limb. 
A Syrup of Unwilling Membership 
Some students in Speech classes have been strongly urged by 
.faculty to join Forensic since participation could mean a higher 
grade in certain border-line cases. 
The Forensic Association is an extra-curricular activity which 
students from the whole college should be able to join if they are 
interested in debate. . 
If some students in the whole coUege ( for example Speech 
majors) are not interested in debate, they should not be penalized 
in their grades, because Forensic is not a three credit course. 
And if some students are unable to join Forensic because of 
conflicts with other activities, they should not be made to suffer 
a drop in their classroom grade. Other activities such as drama pro-
ductions or W.I.C.B. can develop a student's speaking qualities 
just as weU as token membership in the debate club. 
We of the Ithacan can not condone the wholesale draft of warm 
bodies from the Speech Department, who would not participate 
except for the grade. Their lack of enthusiasm can evaporate any 
creative atmosphere in such an extra-curricular activity. 
If any student activity suffers from poor membership, the 
officers should analyze the program- arid determine the causes. Tlie 
activity certainly won't be made better by spreading a syrup of 
unwilling members, over the machinery that still fails to function. 
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LE I I ERS TO THE EDITOR 
The Ithae&n welcomes all letters whfch are f&fr, properly ldpecl 1114 under SIOO 
words. Snbmit letters to the College 'Union Deak b:, the Sauda7 before pnbUcaUoD. 
The Ithacan reserrea the rlght to edit or reJ ec:t improperly written 18"8tl. 
Dear Editor: 
It appears to me that Joel Holzer 
and Patrick Premo in their letter 
concerning the drama reviews have 
"done a gross injustice· to both 
the actors and the student body." 
The incredible aura of naivete sur-
rounding what was, in essence, a 
direct insult to the talent and intel-
ligence of these two groups is 
truly frightening. Such coaxing and 
coddling of mediocrity has no 
place in an institution wh,ich is 
theoretically the bedrock of in-
tellectual and artistic excellence. 
College theatre has too often 
been looked upon as an extra-
curricular playground for the well-
~,~ur 
~~ ...... ><10} .. .,,, ... t"J' Cl'LIP 
made-actor; it is not. Theatre and 
the actor are, and must be, art and 
artist, and any director worthy of 
the name recognizes that the per-
formance of a play, the bringing to 
life of a work of art, is and must 
be more important ~ban the whims 
and c~prices of the actors who are 
partaking . in the theatrical ' _ex-
peri(lnce. Most actors worthy of 
the name recognize this too. 
Bearing this in mind, then, I 
would like to suggest that Mr. Hol-
zer and Mr. Premo ·refrain from 
asking the rest of us to cease striv-
ing toward excellence in our intel-
lectual and artistic ventures. 
Barbara J,.. Litchfield 
by Mike Ayen 
With the Pledging Period sched-
uled to begin March 9; the pro-
spective pledge miglit do· well to 
sit himself down and ask what the 
fiaternity has to offer him, and 
not what he can offer the frater-
nity. 
The young ladies and gentlemen 
of the greek organizations at IC 
have beeri wonderful individuals 
these past weeks and will continue 
to be such until the March 9 dead-
line which will render them to 
states lower than paranoic fits. 
Even tonight as you sleep in 
your beds, unaware of the hostility 
ahead of you, bands of greeks 
gather in secret meetings, closed to 
outsiders, to. discuss the possibility 
of your pledging. 
There is inev_itably some mysti-
cal force behind their choices of 
the next week. So~e greeks need 
to fill a house next year others 
like your hair style or ;ow: lip-
stick. Still others need leaders to 
get their organizations off the 
ground. 
This is where you can afford to 
be selective. The leader on any 
level of society is always the most 
sought after individual. On the 
college level the , leader is in-
valuable. He is the guy who always 
says the right things at the right 
time. He is the guy who can as-
sume the most responsibility. She 
is the girl who is the chearleader 
the bright-eyed coed, the girl t~. 
be seen with. 
But wherever these people are 
found, there can be found the 
follower. The leader makes 'the 
follower. The leader inspires fol-
lowers, makes them function. They 
associate their names with him, the 
single indviidual, the source of 
their social status. 
At this point greeks have 
sorted out the leaders, the people 
who "want the fraternity," the 
people in the community on whic•-
the sun shines. You. 
You, the potential leading force 
of the community, are an iinval· 
uable asset to them. What do they 
offer you? 
Jay Gardner, fraternity editor of 
this paper says, "A fraternity mem· 
her has not only all the advantages 
the school offers, but also the/ad· 
vantages of the fraternity-be it a 
group- to go with to a Toronto lect-
ure series, tutoring, a free ticket to 
the Christmas Ball, a scholarship, 
or just fellowship." 
Is this a fair swap for your 
abilities, your leadership, your in-
extinguishable verve? Do they-
balance the books? Is It true that 
yuu can reap these benefits from 
no other source than membership 
in their fraternities? The first two 
answers are your own choice. 
But the final question is 
answered by just looking around 
you. Your friends, acquaintances, 
dorm neighbors and even your 
enemies .can offer you the same op-
portunities of expressing your 
leadership; working, sponsoring all 
the benefits that Gardner says are 
so attractive in fraternity life. 
The fellowship of your neighbor, 
your frien~. your community, is 
much more attractive. Or is it? 
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Roving Eye 
Jeff 
Question: What do you think of th& Saga Food Service? 
I don't feel that we are getting 
Foreign Trade and Commerce 
Institute Rep. Visits I.C. March 4 
Kevin Cotter 
The quality of the food in gen-
eral and of the steaks in particular 
has declined. I have a few other 
remarks to make which can be 
catagorized as follows: 
1. Great variety of ccilor of hair 
in the food. · 
2. The promptness of their open-
ing of the line when you have a 
12:00 to make. 
3. The food isn't hot enough to 
burn your tongue, but then neither 
is it body temperature. 
4. The showing of ID cards is 
ridiculous especially when the per-
son knows you; it just slows down 
the line. (K.C.) 
Jean Yaw.onld 
Compared to last year the food 
is much better. However, I went 
to another school where the cafe-
teria was school-run and the food 
was excellent. It would therefore 
seem that it is very possible to 
improve on the present service. 
For one thing, I recommend more 
salads and less starch. (J.Y.) 
our money's worth. They run out Students at Ithaca College in-
of food too often, but they do keep terested in the field of foreign 
careful account of the ID cards. trade and international commerce 
They should know how many· will have an unusual opportunity 
people to serve for so that this . to discus§ current events and op-
problem of no food could be elim- portunities in the foreign trade 
inated. Also, I have worked in field when Mr. Carl S. Coler, Ad-
back at times and the conditions missions Officer for the American 
there are not what I consider sani- Institute For Foreign Trade, comes 
tary. (E.W.) to the campus on March 4. 
eden Wear 
I think that for the -number of 
meals that have to be served, they 
. do a reasonably good job. You've 
got to expect a bad meal once in 
a while. After all, you can't please 
all of the people all of the time. 
However, I do have a few com-
plaints. I feel that the silverware, 
glasses, and cups could be cleaner; 
you can sometimes tell when fried 
eggs were served for breakfast. 
Most of the time the food is cold. I 
also think that they must cut the 
cake too long before the meal, 
since it usually is so stale. (J.U.) 
Jim Updyke 
Mr. Coler has been associated 
with personnel and placement 
problems during his service of 36 
years with Westinghouse Electric 
MOVIE REVIEW 
By Art Moore 
State Theatre: ''The Victors" 
starring Vincent Edwards, Romy 
Schneider, · Elke Sommer, and 
George Hamilton. Rating: Excel-
lent. 
Temple Theatre: "Lilies Of The 
Field" starring Sidney Poitier. 
Rating: Excellent. 
Strand Theatre: "Dead Ringer" 
starring Bette Davis, Karl Malden, 
and Peter Lawford. Rating: Fair. 
Ithaca Theatre: "Bye Bye Birdie" 
starring Janet Leigh and Dick Van 
Dyke. Rating: Fair to good. 
Student Union ''The Time Ma-
chine." Rating: Poor to fair. 
Carl Foreman has a tremendous 
hit with "The Victors," a tale of 
war in terms of vignettes, concen-
. trating on homesickness, woman-
hung:er, ,civ,ilian starvation, the 
"nice" girls who shack up with the 
G.I. smooth_ies_ for ·food, cigarettes, 
and kicks. The story is adequately 
told in black and white, for proper 
implications of monotony and mud. 
Westminster Records-
The large cast needs some care-
ful sifting in a film just short of 
three hours. Vincent Edwards ap-
pears early in the film as a good-
hearted soldier who very much 
loves his wife back home and very 
much wants Rosanna Schiaffino 
who loves her absent husband and 
wants the American, too. A num-
ber of players will enhance their 
careers through "The Victors," in-
cluding George Hamilton, George 
Peppard, Peter Fonda, and Michael 
Callan. Eli Wallach has the most 
exposure in the film and perhaps 
does the most excellent acting of 
all. 
Stereo and Monaural 
Reg 4.98 and ~5.98-Special at 2.98 
Last chance sale-Limited to our stock 
BuJ It's A Big One 
The Wholesale· price advanced Feb. 1st 
STOR8 
210 N. Tioga 
Geoffrey Drake's art direction 
rates high praise as does th_e 
photography of Christopher Chal-
lis and Austin Dempster. Carl 
Foreman's direction of Alexander 
Baron's great book is superb. 
"The Victors" gives its audiences 
a look at World War ll in a dra-
matic, sensational, and truly re-
vealing manner. It will be hard to 
imagine "The Victors" doing other 
than smash _·business! 
THE INSTRUMENT 
EXCHANGE 
209 E. Seneca 
Lessons: Guitar, Banjo 
Mandolin 
Expert Repair 
New & Used ~uitars. 
Banjos, Etc. 
Band Instruments & 
Accessories 
as Training Director. He also 
spent 14 years in various assign-
ments for the State Department in 
Korea, Turkey, Mexico. Nepal and 
Egypt. 
The recent affiliation between 
the American Management Asso-
ciation and the Institute has again 
emphasized the influence and pres-
tige of this postgraduate school. 
The American·_.Management Asso-
ciation, with a membership of over 
32,000, has a special division de-
voted to international commerce 
and is probably the most influen-
tial organization in the country 
representing United States busi-
ness interests, both domestic and 
abroad. The very direct connection 
with unquestioned leaders of 
'American commerce who are mem-
bers of this organization is sure to 
lead to even greater opportunities 
for graduates of the Institute and 
will certainly result in more con-
cerns providing posts for grad-
uates. 
There is, today, an increasing 
demand for young men and women 
qualified to represent United 
States interests abroad. In demand 
are people with backgrounds as 
varied as Accounting, Finance, 
Bacteriology, Cheminstry, Biology, 
Zoology, Plant Pathology, Ento-
mology, Agriculture, Animal Nu-
trition and Production, Engineer-
ing, Business Administration and 
Liberal Arts. Some of the employ-
ers of our alumni are First Na-
tional City Bank, Chase Manhattan, 
and Sterling Products Interna-
tional. 
The course of study at the Insti-
tute prepares the students for 
international commerce and asso-
ciated activities by providing spe-
cially trained personnel to serve 
business and government through-
out the world and does much to-
ward helping international under-
standing. Over 1,400 graduates 
have been placed in posts abroad, 
and an even larger number are in 
the services of American corpora-
tions in the United States having 
foreign interests or affiliations. 
The placement record is an as-
tonishing one. From 5 to 85 per 
cent of the students have been 
placed before graduation. The 
scale of salaries received, together 
with special allowances for foreign 
service, is considerably higher than 
the average received by students 
with one year of graduate training. 
Students interested in going into 
the field of foreign comm~rce -are 
urged to make an appointment 
through Professor John B. Macln-
ness for an interview with Mr. 
Coler. 
PLANS ANNOUNCED FOR 1964 
BERKSHIRE MUSIC FESTIVAL 
Erich Leinsdorf announces that 
the twenty-second session of the 
Berkshire Music Center will be 
held from June 28 to August 23, 
1964, concurrently with the Berk-
shire Festival of the Boston Sym· 
phony Orchestra at Tanglewood, 
Lenox, Massachusetts. · Mr. Leins-
dorf is Director of the summer 
center for the advanced study of 
music. 
In 1964 the work of the Music 
Center will be organized in four 
departments, Instrumental Music, 
Vocal Music, Composition, and 
Listening and Analysis. Aaron Cop-
land continues to be Chairman of 
the Faculty and Richard Burgin, 
the ,Boston Symphony Orchestra's 
Associate Conductor, continues as 
Associate Chairman of the Faculty. 
In the Department of Instru-
mental Music, twenty-two members 
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra 
form the nucleus of the Faculty. 
The program of this Department, 
emphasizing instruction and per-
formance in chamber music, will 
include a classical-sized orchestra 
(about 60 players), seminars in 
instrumental technique, a special 
study of the works of Johann Se-
bastian Bach headed by Paul Ulan-
owsky and Seymour Lipkin, and a 
program for keyboard players 
headed by Seymour Lipkin. The en-
rollment in this Department will 
be reduced to about half the size 
of previous summers because of 
Mr. Leinsdorf's strong desire to 
enroll only the most excellent 
young players who apply. 
Richard Burgin will again be in 
charge of the Berkshire Music 
Center Orchestra, joined by Mr. 
Leinsdorf and Max Rudolf, Music 
Director of the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra, as guest con-
ductors. 
The work of the vocal depart-
ment will consist of several sem-
inars in vocal repertoire including 
operatic arias, vocal ensemble, the 
great lieder, the cantatas of 
Johann Sebastian Bach, Baroque, 
Romantic and Contemporary choral 
music, and motets and madrigals. 
The activities of the Composition 
Department, in addition to its 
instruction on an advanced level 
for a limited number of especially 
talen,ted young composers, will 
center around the Festival of Con-
temporary American Music which 
will be held from August 9 to Aug-
ust 13, sponsored in association 
with the Fromm Music Foundation 
of Chicago, with concerts by the 
Fromm Fellows, the Tanglewood 
Choir and the Lenox Quartet. The 
work of the Department is also 
supplemented by the Fromm Foun-
dation which generously provides 
fellowships for the Fromm Fel· 
lows, a specially selected group 
of instrumentalists who specialize 
in the performance of contempor-
ary music. 
The Department of Listening 
and Analysis will expand its 
activities to include a Seminar in 
Contemporary Music for Music 
Educators, under the direction of 
Peter Gram Swing and Gunther 
(C01ttinued on Page 4) 
WILLIAM L. KLINE VI of 
Hyannis Port and Philadelphia, Penn. 
Makes the following unequivocal statement: 
"MORRIE'S IS WITHOUT A DOUBT ... " 
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Dillingham Selects New Art Works 
For Display. In Uilion and Dorms 
Radio 600 
by lob Brinkley 
Science marches on! Sound's a little like a second time re-run 
of an old .CBS Radio documentary.. In many ways that's exactly 
what it's supposed to sound like. This country is in phase two of 
its big push for education. Four years ago, if you can remember 
back that far, the United States Department of Heal~, Ed~ca~ion 
and Welfare issued a memorandum to all the educat10nal mst1tu-
tions thro!-1ghout the kingd~m which stated i':1 br_ief tha~ 01;1r system 
of education was not turnm_g out enough sc1ent1sts. W1thm a year 
any student worth his salt m high school wa~ted to he. a Nuc_lear 
physicist, brain sur~on, or a plumber, ( we still have to take mto 
account those individuals that took the commercial courses.) That 
was four years ago. The push is still on.( Just look at the new 
science building.) 
Through the gracious efforts of 
Mrs. Howard Dillingham, who 
served as a one-woman art selec-
tion committee, the Student Union 
and several dormitories now house 
a total of ten new graphic etch-
ings, wood crafts, and lithographs. 
The collection, which will event-
ually allot one picture to each dor-
mitory lounge and three to the 
Union, includes three Sumi ink 
paintings by Kenneth Evett, Pro-
fessor of Arts, Cornell and two 
water colors by Norman Daily. 
Professor of Arts, Cornell. 
One piece of sculpture, a copper 
horse by Victor ·Colby, Professor 
of Art, Cornell, was presented to 
Dormitory Five by the girls in resi-
dence from 1962-63. 
Mrs. Dillingham is also respon-
sible for the numerous colorful 
hand-woven wall hangings that 
have adorned the Student Union 
lobby and the infirmary. The 
hangings, which feature Scandin-
avian and Early American designs, 
were made by Mrs. Mary Williams, 
a resident of Ithaca. 
r i1<~t~~~, 
)~-{x,, 
This push for science has created many problems. Everyone 
can't he a Nuclear physicist or a brain surgeon. So to lessen the 
strain on the already overburdened egos of the pushed students 
many new paper back books have appeared on the market and may 
be purchased at any reputable book store (Ithaca College Book 
11tore not included.) Here but a few of the New titles on the market. 
1. Brain Surgery for Fun and Profit-with a foreward by Nor-
man Vincent Peale. 
2. Nuclear Physics-by the author Df Go Man Go. 
3. Plumbing in the Congo-(We don't want to forget those 
students taking the commercial course or the African students who 
came -to college for a practical education.) 
The second phase of the push for education h~ caused other 
more social problems in the ever growing responsible number of 
students. This problem can best be explained as one of balance. 
The individual who has obtained the chronological age of 15 af!d 
the mental age of 25. This fortunate individual enters college at 
· a_ge 15 and his adaptation to college life can best be explained in 
the following plot structure. Boy meets girl. Boy loses girl. Boy 
uses acquired knowledge and builds girl. So much for the Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare. 
Mrs. Dillingham's interest in 
the college's growing art collection 
is natural, since she maintains a 
studio in New York City and paint:. 
professionally under the name of 
Dorothy Hoyt. Top: Donn 6, Bottomt Donn 5 
One of the real pressing problems here at Ithaca College is 
adaption of some sort of symbol. Princeton has their tiger, Cornell 
has their bear, even Cortland has their dragon. Well the Ithaca 
College Market Research division has done, 1t again. It gives me 
great pleasure to introduce the Ithaca College Meadowlark. Just 
ANNUAL EASTER SEAL DRIVE FOR 
CONTRIBUTIONS BEGINS MA_RCH 1 
Tens of thousands of children 
and adults, crippled by accident, 
disease or at birth, need help in 
overcoming their individual disa-
bilities. Help in this case means 
the availability of expensive clini-
cal equipment, trained therapists 
and other skilled personnel, and 
treatment over an extended period 
-months natl sometimes years of 
therapy are required to rehabili-
tate the crippled child or adult. 
The Easter Seal Society is expert 
in providing these means of re-
habilitation. With forty-three years 
experience, it currently brings di-
rect services to more than a quar-
ter-million crippled children and 
adults each year. As a voluntary 
agency it depends on contributions 
from you ... and you ... and you. 
Its help to our handicapped is 
limited only for funds. The So-
ciety's once-a-year appeal for con-
tributions is riow under way 
(March 1 through March 29), an 
appeal which supports year-round 
rehabilitation services for our phys-
ically handicapped. 
CAYUGA 
'CAR 
WASH 
230 S. CA YUGA 
8:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat. 
8:30-1 :30 Sun. 
With help, a child with a speech 
impediment learns to talk, an in-
jured workman is returned to use-
ful employment, a farmer can go 
back to tilling his fields, and a 
child takes his first faltering step. 
But the first step is YOURS-
give to Easter Seals today. 
11 A Closed mouth 
Gathers No Feet11 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUS1CA1 SERVICE 
"Y 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Music festival like the American e:_1gle, and the Falcon of the Air Force Academy 
the Ithaca College Meadowlark symbolizes the tradition, strength, 
(Continued from page !) and playfulness of Ithaca College. Here's a· concrete sugg_estion. 
Schuller, made possible by a. grant Let's make the Meadowlark our symbol of togetherness. Take a 
from the MENC Contemporary look, and drop me a line in care of the Ithacan and let me know 
Music Project for Creativity in , what you think. -
Music Education. This Department 
is directed toward the understand-
ing of music and the relation of 
analysis to performance. The 
course is designed ' for teachers, 
amateurs, music-lovers, and those 
interested in the teaching of music 
appreciation. 
In the 1964 session, no course:; 
in Orchestral Conducting or Opera 
will be offered. Three gifted young 
conductors will be invited to join 
Mr. Leinsdorf and Mr. Burgin 
as Fellows in Conducting and will 
have great opportunity to conduct 
and assist the master conductors 
who will be resident at Tangle-
wood during the summer. 
The Berkshire Music Center -was 
established at Tanglewood in 1940 
by the Boston Symphony Orchestra 
In establishing the program of 
studies for this year's Berkshire 
Music Center, Mr. Leinsdorf said: 
"To make the best use of eight 
weeks, we know that actual teach-
ing cannot be expected. For that, 
there are a number of first-rate 
music schools and university music 
departments in the United States. 
But .in eight weeks many new 
doors can be opened for the 
curious. There are vast fields to be 
explored for which the normal 
winter curriculum leaves no time. 
The Berkshire Music Center opens 
up the approaches to these areas 
which will be worth knowing 
throughout a career as musician 
and music lover. 
"PIRRO'S" 
I 
BEST PIZZA 
AT 
THE LOWEST 
PRICE IN TOWN 
Open 4:00 p.m.-2:00 A.M. 
DQIVERY 
CALL 
AR 2-1950 115 E. Green St. 
DANCING AT THE DUTCH 
EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT 
The Famous "Dutch Kitchen" 
will feature DANCING from 
9:30 -p.m. to 1 :00 a.m. with 
music and entertainment by 
.Julie Just and Larry. Toppall 
•too COUPLE 
INCLUDING TAX 
. COUPLES ·ONLY ••• COAT AND TIE 
~~~-~ 
Plamdag a B~ or Party? Banquets 
are ema Qedal a& THE ITBACA BO'l'EL ~.,ti 
- Phone Billlqae& Manager AR 3-3ZZZ. . 
Around The Const:ruct:ion 
By Jony Vincent 
Due to the fact that my mind is presently occupied with plans 
concerning Easter vacation, I'm not prepared to write anything 
near the point of coherency in this column. I do have a few ideas, 
however, and would like to· summarise the highlights of the past 
week. Let's see now, there must have been something that happened 
recently. I'm just kidding of course because there's always to,is 
of things (notice that alliteration) that take place during a typically 
packed, crowded Ithaca Week. . 
Monday night at 5 :00 P.M. there was the weekly joust of the 
\V.A.A. in their recent fencing program. Although, as yet, I haven't 
had the chance to observe these demonstrations, I understand that, 
when and if they take place, they are unique. So before or after 
dinner when free time is unlimited, take notice, "They're free!" 
Tuesday night brought the incident of another bomb scare at 
the Ithaca High School. Detectives searched the entire area and 
were considering calling off all functions scheduled for that evening. 
However, they didn't and the Ithaca vs. Oswego basketball game 
came off, not quite as planned. It was an upset somewhat similar 
to the Knicks beatinp; the Celtics. For any C~ltic haters, the only 
thing that I can say 1s that you have no taste. For any Knick fans, 
nothing can be said. After the Tuesday night game the Bombers 
sprang back to demolish the bij? team from the University·of Buffalo. 
I, myself, an inhabitant of Buffalo during the summer months and 
during an occasional 'Vacation was plea.sed to watch the slow de~truc-
tion take place. The best way to describe the sequence of the_ night's 
events would be through the words of the Buffalo announcer who 
covered the game. I'd mention his name but I detest the thought 
of slander and letters to the editor about myself. Besides, I can't 
spell his name. Well anyway, here's how he described the game: 
Early 1st half-''Well folks it looks like the Bulls are doing it again." 
Late 1st -half-"The Bulls appear to have run into a temporary snag· 
in their offense but they've always been a second-half ball club. 
Early 2nd half-''We seem to be a little slow in coming out this 
period." Still later in the half-"Ithaca just migkt have a chance 
to win this ball game." During the last ten s·econds' of the game-
"They won!" He had faith. · 
Last Sunday night's movie was another financial success due 
to the magic name of Alfred Hitchcock. Another reason, however 
minute, could be the fad that there are too many offices in a 
certain dorm. But again, that's only minor. 
Nothing's left to be said but, "Goodbye Beatles, thanks for 
the laughs!" 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild'~ Dept. Store 
I 
First Floor 
BADGES- FAVORS - MUGS - TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
SALE 
White Stag Winter Wear 
SKI PANTS 
PARKAS -
SWEATERS 
ALSO OM SALE 
ORIGINALLY COSTING 
$15.00 NOW $11.25 
$20.00 NOW $15.00 
$30.00 NOW $22.50 
SKIIS, BINDINGS; POLES, 
SKI BOOTS; CCM SKATES 
SKI HATS; GLOVES; AND 
OTHER ICE SKATING AND 
SKI ACCESSORIES. 
Fun-Tyme 
102 West State AR2-9361 
ENG To Discuss 
'Goodbye Columbus' 
Epsilon Nu Gamma has purpose-
ly misled the student body into 
thinking that Goodbye, Columbus 
is another washed-out account of 
Chris' more frivolous days. This 
deception is for the benefit of the 
many faithful ENG members who 
don't want to battle crowds in 
order to hear Dr. Ascher Baizer 
moderate this scintillating novella 
which deals with a most provoca-
tive subject-sex. All nonmembers 
are now asked to read no further. 
Aside from the usual poor boy-
rich girl conflict, Philip Roth, the 
author, makes brief, but good use 
of a controversial topic that is be-
ing ·bandied about from pulpit to 
pulpit in every major religious de-
nomination. Need I say more? 
Both our hero and heroine would 
make first rate physical educa-
tion majors. Let me clarify that 
statement. They enjoy swimming, 
track, and other invigorating 
sports. 
Goodbye, CoJumbus will be dis-
cussed on Tuesday, March 3 at 8:00 
p.m. in the most appropriate spot-
the Student Union lounge. This 
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SHAKESPEARE REINVESTIGATED; 
HARCOURT STUDIES PLAYS 
As all eyes are turned toward Stratford-upon~Avon for the 
quadricentennial celebration of the birth of William Shakespeare, 
Ithaca College is doing its own share of analytic investigation 
through the research of Dr. John B. Harcourt, Professor of English. 
Dr. John Harcourt 
... 
1 Presently Dr. Harcourt is writing 
the concluding chapters of his 
study on the early History plays 
• in which he attributes their struc-
. ~ tural origin to the drama of the 
Medieval Age rather than the heri. 
tage_of the Greek and Roman the-
atricals commonly thought to be a 
chief underlying factor. 
Originally Dr. Harcourt had 
planned to discuss all of the early 
histories along with the romantic 
tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, but 
as the material started to take 
form it was found that enough 
was available to justify his limita-
tion to King John and Richard Ill. 
By showing a dramatic continuity 
between these two plays and the 
mode of dramatic presentation de-
rived from the Mystery and Moral-
ity traditions, one can better under-
stand the overall development of 
month's selection is on ENG's pre-
requisite to D.H. Lawrence's Wo-
men in Love scheduled for early 
April. 
early English drama through the 
period of the Tudor Renaissance. 
MGB Reports 
Poets Corner In action Feb. 23 Men's Govern-ing Board made the following de-cision: 
HANDS 
Hands, 
weatherbeaten, 
wracked in pain, 
able still to hold a daisy. 
TOO MANY TIMES 
Too many times, 
in too many ways, 
we forget ~hat our tomorrows 
will also be our yesterdays. 
THE CHOICE 
the choice of hate 
is the love of not 
the share of will 
is the know of what 
the wish of could 
is the chance of got 
but the take of give 
is the grace of have 
Campus Calendar 
Friday, February 28 
Rifle Club Meeting, Union, Rm. 
1, 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Ice Hockey vs. 1Cornell J.V., 
Lynah Rink, 7:30 p.m. 
Frosh Wrestling vs. Buffalo Uni-
versity, Seneca Gym, 6:30 p.m. 
Varsity Wrestling vs. Buffalo 
University, Seneca Gym, 8 p.m. 
Gymnastics vs. Westchester 
(Away), 8:00 p.m. 
Saturday, February 29 
Ithaca Public School Matinee-
Ithaca College Orchestra, Senior 
High Auditorium, 1 p.m. and 
3 p.m. 
Gymnastics vs. Queens (Away)-
2:00 p.m. 
Frosh Wrestling vs. Oswego, 
Seneca Gym, 2:00 p.m. 
Varsity Wrestling vs. Oswego, 
Seneca Gym, 3:30 p.m. 
Ice Hockey vs. Cornell J.V., 
Lynah Rink, 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday, March 1 
Theta Alpha Phi, Union Rm. 2, 
12:30-2:00 p.m. 
Phi Delta Pi, Rush Party, Union, 
Rec. Rm., 7:30 p.m. 
Movie: "The Time Machine", 
Union, Rec. Rm., 7:30 p.m. 
Ithaca String Quartet, Music 
Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
Delta Kappa Rush Party, House, 
8-10 p.m. 
Monday, March 2 
Spring Pledging Bids to be in by 
5 p.m. 
Silence period begins 
W.A.A. Fencing, Union, Rec. Rm. 
5-7 p.m. 
Religious Instructions, Father 
McFiggins, D 7, D 5, 7:30 p.m. 
Forensic Association, Union, 
Rm. 5, 8-10 p.m. 
Sopho,more Dance, "Sadie Hawk-
ins", Union, Rec. Rm. 8-12 p.m. 
Tuesday, March 3 
I.F.C., Union, Rm. 2, 630-7:30 
p.m. 
Information Desk Staff Meeting, 
Union, Rm. 4, 6:30-7 p.m. 
Bible Discussion, D 6, D 9, 7-8 
p.m. 
D.A. Meeting, Union, Rm. 5, 7:30 
p.m. 
Student Court, Union, Rm. 2, 8-10 
p.m. 
U.C.F.-Interpretive Dance-
Union, Rec. Rm. 8-10 p.m. 
Epsilon Nu Gamma, Union, 
Lounge, 8-10 p.m. 
Varsity Basketball vs. LeMoyne 
(Away) 8:30 p.m 
Frosh Basketball vs. Le:Moyne 
(Away) 630 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 4 
Leaders' Group Meeting, Union, 
Demotte Rm., 4-5 p.m. 
W.A.A. Fencing, Union, Rec. Rm. 
5-7 p.m. 
Senior Class Meeting, Union, 
Rec. Rm. 7:30-8:30 p.m. 
Assembly: Prof. Don Wells, 
Speaker, Music Hall 1:00 p.m. 
Kappa Gamma Psi Musical, 
Music Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
Thursday, March 5 
Student Council, Union, Rm. 1, 
7:15 p.m. 
1. Lowered a fine from $25 
given by Dorm 8 House Council to 
John Eliss. It was held at $15 for 
his failure to do anything about an 
attempted washout which he knew 
about. 
2. Reversed a decision by the 
Dorm 9 House Council in a case 
appealed by Ron Berger. 
3. Fined Art Dichek $15 for be-
ing involved in an attempted wash-
out and denied the appeal of the 
dorm advisors that his fine for 
being involved in an actual wash-
out be raised. 
4. For creating a disturbance in 
the cafeteria, Henry Todd was re-
quired to pay for a shirt damaged 
and to proctor 3 .nights during one 
week. 
5. For being involved in an at-
tempted washout, Jeff Cheen was 
placed on behavior probation for 
the remainder of the semester and 
fined $15. 
New Rifle Club 
Meets Feb. 28 
The response to the article about 
the Rifle Club has been excellent, 
with over twenty people submitting 
their names. 
Those who are interested in join-
ing the Union Rifle Club are urged 
to attend an organizational meeting 
on Friday, February 28, at 7:00 
p.m., in Room 1 of the Union. 
Topics which will be discussed are 
membership, range safety, rifle 
firing positions, and affiliation with 
the N.R.A. 
FAHEY 
Rexall Pharmacy 
and 
Perfume Shop 
154 E. State St. 
AR 2-2222 
FREE DELIVERY 
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Hockey Team Drops- Final 2 
Games For 3.3·._1 Record 
Brockport Moves In For Another Goal 
Ithaca College's hockey team lost 
a pair of weekend contests and 
closed out its season wtih a 3-8-1 
Finger Lakes League record. It 
tumbled to Brockport Saturday 
night at Lynah Rink, 8-5, and at 
the University of Buffalo on Sun-
day, 5-1. 
Tony D'Agostino and Tim Ragan 
each scored twice against Brock-
port and Tom McHugh had the 
fifth goal. Steve Forman had two 
asists and Bill Miller and D' Agos-
tino one apiece. Ithaca led, 5-3, 
only to have Brockport get three 
quick ones near the second period's 
end to go ahead for keeps. 
Bob Tottey scored the Ithaca 
goal _at Buffalo. Forman assisted. 
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL 
STANDINGS ANNOUNCED FEB. 24 
AMERICAN LEAGUE TOP SCORERS 
Team w L Pct. AMEmJICAN LEAGUE 
G,rapplers win 5th ~ 
s!:.?!~~~~~~ ,nd 1 I ntc:i?.i:~ets , I 
combination ! Orlando Ia':v:iilli What's gray and comes in quarts? If you'd like to know you're , 
and Blase 1 ano '!>owere . e ' goinito have to finish this column to find out. - · 
Ithaca C_olle~e v~ity ~restling ', ike so many others I suffer.ed through the Oswego farce 
team to itsd fifth ,:ictory m ~ ~~ last week when our varsity cagers..experienced 'one of their rare 
last Satur ay . ~rnoon, as 1 off nights as their shooting, passin_g, and general all-around play 
downsfie_dld.at surp1ns31mg1 
1! thscraSppy were colder than a forty-year-old Eskimo virgin sitting on a cake 
- Man e earn, - , m e en- f . 
e~ , Gym. The frosh . grapplers 
O 
icThe only things ~~t kept ~he night from being a c~mp_Jete 
didn ~- :r;:;e s~ ~e~, lo~ng to Jhe waste were the ·entertammg temper tantrums, and various h1stnon-
Man ~e J. · s m e pre m, ics performed by a Laker coach. A highly v.ociferous gentleman 
l9-l3. . . . d of questionable ability, his outstanding coaching traits, that night, 
The ti;:~ni ~eet .J/\;1P £~ 1 were mu)eheadedness and ~rrog;mce ( plus his own perso~al touch tuck h~ ?u Wl th eh ma of street-coiner boorishness that some emJ>arrassed Oswego students 
ou~ome mg.mg upon _e eavy. admitted c;lrried over into everyday_ life). 
we!ghts. Seruor co-eaptain Blase Almost every time an official made a call against one of the 
Iuliano was up to the task, how- Oswego players (whether good or bad), this stammering paranoid 
ever, ~ ht: has been so many gasbag broke into an almost hysterical outburst of meaningless 
other time~ m the pas~ !0ur ,Ye~, gibbensh and incoherent exclamations-a wild cacophony of con-
by flat.tenmg the ~lSlto~ JlDl 1ectures,-cluckings,-rumb)ings,-and neighings, plus, at- one point, 
Loga~ m. 2:22 f?r hi~ third ~on- a not~so mea11ingless four-lettered (':oodie, that was dearly under-
secutive first penod pm. ~e high- stood, even by us bh.,shing patrons sitting across the way. 
ly reg~ed Logan came mto the He looked exactly like an impassioned cockatoo with his flying 
match wit~ a 9-l record. . hair, and his hyperthyroid eyes popping dangerously out of his 
Iacovelli,. 147 lb. lthac~ nativ_e, head as he alternately kneeled on the floor like a priest and 
recorded ~is. fourth straigh~ ·pm boun'ced around the sidelines like an epileptic marionette. 
by demohshm; Tony Antinnes, Admittedly the referees' calls were, at times, as shoddy lS 
brot_her of National -Ch~p M9:" Tommy "Ak ak's'1 forty foot set shot ( and who should know better 
,i\ntinnes,. and .fi~all~ putting h~ than I, who -alm_ost passed Mr. Yavits' basketball officiating class), 
out of his nusery in 4:39; with but the thing that made hjs whole dramatic discharp;e so_ ludicrous, 
a half nelson. . was the· fact w_e were behmd by anywhere from fifteen to twenty 
Other I.C. wmne~ wer~ 157 points throughout most of the game and gave no hint were were 
P?~der Gary ~uberti, who 5 be- about ready to catch up. . 
gmrung. to regain the form that Colds are nothing to sneeze ;tt so during intercession I dropped 
made him one of the areas most in to see my family doctor. NaturaJJy, he· made me_ wait, implying 
feared grapplers the · ~ast couple that he was _busy and hence red hot, and I was given ,the usual 
of season~, and ~ ~c~ael, 17?, glimpse of a white room crammed with introcate and ominous-
w~o continued his wi~g habit looking gadgets, not to mention the library_ that- covered the whole 
with a sound thumping of the of one wall m his office. This is the usual preconditioning p1ocess-
Pen~l!~ans· Dave Schultz. ~u- part of the cure. After readi~g alJ those books I _knew he must be 
berti ~ssed much. o_f ~he earli~r a. gc_>od doctor, at l«:ast if I thought he weren't, I wouldn't have been 
campaign due to mJunes but 1s s1ttmg there-Jookmg at photographs of the pagoda-w~ter-temples 
undefeated since returning to ac- of the Aguiki-and with my cold. 
•1. Del-Corns 18 1 
15 4 
.947 Teams 
.789 
tion last month. Michaels has lost My name was finaUy called and as I was ushered . into the 
only one match _ this year, and doctor's office he eyed me thoughtfully for a moment then re-~ promises to be a real threat in the marked: "I don't like the way you look." Frankly, I ~asn't too 
upcoming 41 Tourney. crazy about his face either. __ •2. Stanos 
•a. Crusaders 11 8 .578 
,i,4_ Furies 9 10 .472 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
Team W L 
•1. Royals 18 1 
1. Cole, D., Crusaders 
2. Barden, P., Crusaders 
3. Weiner, G., Santos 
4. Kelly, P., DelComs 
5. Speziali, A., Crusaders 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
165 
132 
131 
115 
113 
The o~er Bomber points were "Poe," I sniffled, "this co)d's murder. I can't breathe." 
recorded by John Puleo, 130, who "Don't worry," he remarked cheerfully, "we'U put a stop to 
was tied by Jim Talada. Several that." - _ 
-last period takedow;ns by Puleo He put his stethoscope to my chest saying: ''Now breathe for 
were nullified when the ,grapplers me." -
•2. Fire House 17 2 
Pct. 
.947 
.894 
.631 
. 631 
.578 
Teams 
went off the mat. Breathe for him! I had ,enough trouble breathing for myself. 
Pl& Ithaca dropped three close "Besides a cold, is anything else bothering y9u?" he asked. 
213 matches that could've gone either I wouldn't ·tell him. At his prices I figured he sho1J)d find out 
212· way. Denny Reppert, 12.1,_ tired for himself • 
•3. Mets "12 7 1. Holtz, C., Royals 
•4. Bear Cats 12 7 
5. Bunny Chasers 11 8 
2. Walzack, J., Fire House 
3. Kofman, B., Lubes 201 out" in the third period,- after He's a very expensive doctor. Once he charged me SIS to-paint 
195 leading the first two, to drop a 64 my throat. I could've had my whole apartm~nt done for that . 6. Lubes 9 10 • 472 
,i,Teams in the Play-offs. 
4. Dilly, B., Mets 
5. Porter, B., Fire House 183 decision. John Sacchi, 137, was 'I'd su~est you cut out late hours, go .to bed early, and get 
leading by one point with five up at dawn, he advised.-"That's the best thing for you." 
FLASH! 
Nobody knows what the H.F.R.R. is. 
But we do know what it represents. 
It represents an evening of free fun for the entire college. 
Yes we said free. And it is being presented by the class of '67 
The H.F.R.R. includes: 
Free Prizes: NAME THE H.F.R.R. CONTEST. Worth over $100.00. 
Free Hootenanny at 6:45, 
Free Refreshments. 
Free dance in honor of our victorious basketball team. Fea-
turing AL AND THE INTOVATIONS. 
The winners of the H.F.R.R. contest will be announced at the 
dance. 
The only thing we want to sell you is a raffle ticket. For two 
drawings: 
A $5.00 gift certificate to Traveler's 
A $5.00 gift certificate at Morrie's. 
- Each raffle ticket will only cost $.25. 
But you still do not know what is going to happen at 6:00 p.m. -
All this at the H.F.R.R. on March the· 6. 
LEARN TO BOX ! ! 
Be a master in the art of self-defense. 
Expert Trainers' Secrets can be your_sl 
No equipment needed. Form an campus boxing club among 
your-friends for fun, self-confidence-and real -physical fitness. 
Complete brochure and lessons one dollar, Send to: 
PHYSICAL ARTS GYM, 363 Clinton Street, 
~empstead, long Island 
New Y-ork 
seconds to go, when Mansfield· "I don't deserve the best, Doc," I replied, "What's -.;econd 
captain, Dick Crowley, reversed best?" - · 
him to cop the decisio~,_And Tom · He ins~sted that I had to CU! out-women or li9uor. So I agreed 
Hicks, who's only been out for two to cut out hquor. I can always drink when I'm old. 
weeks, made his first varsity start "You're overweight for wrest)in~," he noted as I stepped on 
and was in contention all the way the scale. ~'You'll soon be the first patient to be X-rayed in Cinema-
but suffered an escape and riding scope." , . 
time advantage to drop the 2-0 "Can I get rid of the fat where I have it most?" I asked. 
verdict. ''Uh huh," he nodded, "but you'd look silly walking around 
Mansfield came into this meet without y_our head." · ' · 
with a healthy 72-1 ·record, in- As he finished the examinatipn I asked jokingly: "Think I'll 
eluding a victory over Mid At- live, Doc?" - -- , 
lantic power Wilkes, who defeated "l!ve seen you wrestle," he sighed, "and I don't advise it." 
the Bombers in their- first match He eyed me for a moment. ''You look pretty h~lthy. Whv 
of the year. don't you sit in the waiting room a while. Maybe you'll catch 
Coach Herb Broadwell is pleased something from other patients." _ 
by the progress his matmen' are , As I .ro~e to leave h~ remJnded .me I owed him some back bilk 
making, ·buf warns against com- 'Now this 1s the fast time I !fl gomg to ask for that money," he 
Placency as the final two meets of told me. I thought that was ruce. , -- . . 
the year' should prove to •be two of "Next time, I'm going to raise the biJI," he cooed. -
the toughest. They'll ,be this Fri- "1:~anks Doc," I said, "I've had a little trouble raising it 
day evening against Buffalo and myself. 
Saturday afternoon opposin~ Os- ,"Twenty-five dollars," he.said. . 
wego, •both in the.Seneca Gym. Os- , . "Lo«;>k, Doc," I protes!ed, "where my he~lth is concerned, money 
wego is coached by 1.c. grad Jim -1s no ob1ect. Just c~arge 1t and send the hill to my mother-afrer 
Howard who was nmnerup in the I go back to 1;chool. -
1954 N.C.AA. Tourney. So I {eft-with him look!ng sickly and me feel~~g just· fine. 
The frosh match also went down ~at s graY, and ~omes m quarts?-Charcoal ice cream ( well. 
to the heavyweights, but I.C.'s Neil what did you dirty mm~ed people ~pe<_;t, anyway?) 
DeRosa ran into some tough luck ..--- ------------------------, 
and dropped an 11-6 decision. This 
was DeRossa's first loss of the 
year. Winning for the cubs were 
Al Van HorIJ, 130, who pinJ:,,ed his 
opponent in 2:30, Bruce Clark, 147, 
on a 5-1 decision, and Howie Peir-
ano, 157, by a fall in 1:40: The 
freshman finish out their cam-
paign this weekend as they take on 
ths-Buffalo- and Oswego yearlings 
in preliminary meets to the vars- 1-
ity encounter. 
Do You-.Eat at 
WES1 CORNER DINER 
123 North Aurora 
the~ original home of the 
TULL YBERGER ? ? 
If Not Please Do 
